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Kevin Jane 282.5kg
British Masters 3 squat record

Matt Deacon-Smith 280kg
British U23 deadlift record

British records tumble at the East Midlands
Divisional Championships
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Editors View

Hello again to all East Midlands powerlifters.
It’s that time of year again – eating, drinking, stressing out and still trying to train to minimise
the after effects. Loads of competitions since the last newsletter – sorry if I missed some but I
have tried to include a bit on everything I can find or where reports and photos were submitted.
Congratulations to Jenny Hunter and Jackie Blasbery – World Champions again (report later) –
their levels of achievement at home and overseas are really incredible so well done again.
We saw a great days lifting at Letchworth at a well attended Divisional Championships with a lot
of new faces and some spectacular results at all ages, especially Kevin Jane and newcomer Matt
Deacon-Smith with British records at either end (nearly) of the age spectrum.
Even though this was an equipped competition there were a lot of lifters going unequipped and
it’s worth mentioning that the numbers of entries into the forthcoming Divisional unequipped
championships in February has been limited – see inside for the entry form.
If anyone has any ideas they think could be included in the next issue please let me know –
maybe a lifter profile or a feature on their club or some training ideas.
So a very Merry Christmas and successful New Year to all East Midlands lifters.

Good lifting.

Best Regards

Steve Walker
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CALENDAR FOR 2014
18/1/14

18/1/14

6/9/14

BRITISH BENCH PRESS

Horncastle Golf Club

BRITISH BENCH PRESS CLASSIC

Durham Rowing Club

15/3/14

16/3/14

BRITISH MASTERS CLASSIC & EQUIPPED

Horncastle

23/3/14

23/03/14

GBPF AGM

Moulton College

9/4/14

14/4/14

European Junior & Sub Junior

St Petersburg

17/4/14

20/4/14

World Masters Bench Press

Northumberland

7/5/14

11/5/14

European Open

Sophia

10/6/14

15/6/14

World Classic

South Africa

12/7/14

13/7/14

BRITISH SENIOR & JUNIOR

Moulton College

8/7/14

12/7/14

European Masters

Pilsen

7/8/14

9/8/14

European Open Bench Press

Pilsen

16/08/14

17/08/14

ALL ENGLAND

Moulton College

1/9/14

7/9/14

World Junior & Sub Junior

Hungary

11/9/14

13/9/14

WEC

Senigallia, Italy

BRITISH CLASSIC Women

Bethnal Green

20/9/14
29/9/14

7/10/14

World Masters

Pilsen

4/10/14

5/10/14

BRITISH CLASSIC MEN

Woking

16/10/14

18/10/14

European Masters Bench Press

Hamm, Germany

10/11/14

16/11/14

Worlds Open

Denver

Four Nations

Scotland

29/11/14
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East Midlands Unequipped Powerlifting Championships 2014
At

The Hitchin and Letchworth Weightlifting Club
Letchworth Corner Sports Club
Whitethorn Lane
Letchworth
Hertfordshire
SG6 2DN
Date :- Sunday 2nd February 2014
Classes

Weigh in time

Lift off

All Women and Men - 59 – 66 – 74 – 83 classes
Men - 93 – 105 – 120 – 120+ classes

8.00am to 9.30am
11.00am to 12.30pm

10.00am
1.00pm

Lifting under, GBPF/IPF rules. All Lifters must be current GBPF Members. Drug testing will be carried out at
this comp. Due to demand only the first 45 entries will be accepted. Guest lifters are welcome as long as there
are spaces left.
Please send entry fee of £15.00 with slip at bottom of page to (PLEASE DO NOT SEND RECORDED DELIVERY):-

Allen Ottolangui
38 Whitethorn Lane
Letchworth
Herts
SG6 2DL
Make cheques payable to: Hitchin Weightlifting Club
Closing Date for entries:

19th January 2014

No entries will be accepted after this date
--------------------------------------------------------------------Name: …………………………………………………..
Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Telephone:……………………………………… email:…………………………………………………
GBPF number: ……………………………… Club: ….……………………………………………….
Weight Class: ……………..

Age:……………

Gender: Male / Female
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East Midlands Divisional Championships 2013
Great to see a total of 40 lifters entered with some large weight classes to ensure some close competition and of
course the venue was well set up with the usual good atmosphere and buzz both in the warm up area and the
hall itself.
A total of 7 ladies got us underway with two lifters in the 47kg class with lightest lifter (only by 400grams
today) Sharn Rowlands winning with a 9 from 9 lifts total of 260 kg and Imelda Flanagan getting a good 225 kg
total for second today.

In the 52kg class Krishnaa Mahbubani was unlucky in missing all 3 squats on depth but undeterred carried on to
get a bench of 55kgs and a deadlift of 130kg – I’m sure she will make up with a good total next time out.
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Two lifters in the 63kg ladies class – Abi Graham and Gemma Burley with Gemma only missing one squat and
getting a good 242.5kg total – still relatively early days for Gemma who is improving and this is a 25kg
improvement on her total in February this year. However only one winner today with Abi looking very focused
and determined getting 120kg squat, 72.5kg bench and 155kg deadlift with 2 missed attempts at 170kg to total
347.5kg which I’m sure is her best total to date.

Onto the 72kg class with Fiona Christie using her superior squats and deadlifts to win with a 307.5kg total and
Heidi Markely lifting determinedly for a good 247.5kg total and second place today.
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So to the men with Sean Maloney lifting unequipped as usual and up against Russell Howard. Both lifters
missed some attempts on the way but Sean is a class act and showed the usual determination and focus to make
a good 417.5kg total (exactly the same as last year’s divisional) and as always he was visibly angry to miss any
attempts. Russell (who managed to make the weigh in this year) made a total of 357.5kg including a good
deadlift of 157.5kg and seemed happy with his result.
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Only two lifters in the 74kg class – William Middleton and David Lickfold. Both lifters fairly were closely
matched and David went 20kg ahead on the squats with 140kg, however it’s all about being strong on 3 lifts and
William pulled a massive 45kg back with his bench of 120kg leaving him 25kgs ahead on the sub total. Onto
the deadlift and they were close again with William pulling 180kg and David making 175kg leaving William
the winner with 420kg and David second on 390kg.

Next saw the biggest class of the day with 11 lifters (it’s been a long time since we had a class this large) with
ages ranging from U23 to Masters 3. Favourite to win was Doug D’Gama who left the field wide open when he
couldn’t get any of his 205kg squats passed due to a lack of depth. Nick Jelly also bombed out on squats still
leaving 9 lifters to battle it out and it what a battle it was.
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Again it’s difficult to gauge a true comparison when some lifters choose to lift unequipped in an equipped
competition but that’s a personal choice, so to summarise 9th place was Muhtar Hussin with 405kgs

Good deep squats from Muhtar
8th went to Lee Meachen with 410kgs (I think he could have clean jerked his squat and deadlift weights)
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7th was Tom Sherwin with 417.5kgs

6th was James Gray with 460kgs
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5th was Bryce Tudball with 500kgs

4th was Thomas Rowell with 520kgs

The top three places were well contested with Masters 2 lifter Grant Sugarman going 180, 120, 235 for a
535kgs total and third place

235kg for Grant
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New lifter (I think) Matt Deacon-Smith was second and blind-sided everyone with a deadlift bigger than his
sub- total which was 275kg. He called for and pulled an unequipped deadlift of 280kg which beat the current
British U23 deadlift record by 17.5kg to finish with a total of 555kg.

Matt was just 2.5kg behind winner and thoroughly nice old git Mick Amey who pulled 235kg with a lot of
shouting and singing for a 557.5kg total and first place. Back to work as Blakey on the buses tomorrow.

M3 class lifting – 235kg
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A similar situation in the 93kg class with 9 lifters, 8 of whom were probably going for second place with Kevin
Jane hitting top form at the moment and this proved to be the case.

8th place went to Chris Leech with 390kgs
Guest lifter Adrian Smith made 430kg and 7th was evergreen Masters 3 lifter Tony Wightman with 8 from 9
lifts and a 435kgs total

Tony flat out for his 190kg
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6th was Matt Lines with 9 from 9 lifts and a 500kgs total

5th was to Dan Amey with 515kgs -15kgs up on his last total
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4th was Mark Davies with a tidy 9 from 9 and 532.5kgs

3rd was Devon Zachwatajlo resplendent in pink socks lifting smoothly for 547.5kgs
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2nd with 560kgs was Masters 1 lifter Mark Soukal
First with a fairly average total of 730kg was Kevin Jane and this of course included a British Masters 3 squat
record of 282.5kg and an attempt of 290kg on the deadlift for another record which didn’t quite go today –
tremendous stuff and inspiration for the younger lifters.

Not quite there – even Kevin couldn’t convince the referees this attempt at 290kgs was locked out
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Onto the 105kg class and only 3 lifters with Jake O’Neill returning to the East Midlands to take on Jack Cook
with under 18 lifter Kieran Stubbings the third lifter.
Jake was in tremendous form today making 9 from 9 and breaking the 800 kg barrier for the first time with 320205-285 for an 810kg total and first place - this was a 60 kg increase from his guest performance this time last
year.

Jack also went well with 282.5-187.5-287.5 for 757.5kg and second place and an increase of 17.5kg on his total
this time last year.

Jack got this close with 295kg
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Good squat technique from Kieran
Kieran was well supported today and gained valuable experience lifting steadily to make a 450kg total with
plenty of inspiration to take away for next time.
Moving upwards to the nearly the fatties class at 120kg with 3 lifters again – Andy Rodney, Chris Gladding and
guest lifter Ashley Lynds. Andy lifting unequipped as usual nowadays went 9 from 9 and a strong 732.5kg total
including a 280kg squat and deadlift for first place.

Take your pick – 280kg for Andy on squat and deadlift – just the bench to go!!
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Andy was followed by Masters 4 lifter Chris who squatted 175kg – a British Masters 4 record, benched 135kg
and deadlifted 187.5kg for a 497.5kg total.

Ashley made a 465kg total.
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Finally the big boys and I mean big with Matt Mackey tipping the scales at 163.3kg against Chris Hartwig and
Adam Thomson.
The winner by some distance was senior lifter Chris going 230-180-280 for 690kg with Adam second with
580kg (including a 222.5kg squat – a p.b. I think) and Matt making 380kg including a 180kg bench.

Great deadlifting – 280kg unequipped from Chris

A P.B. from Adam – 222.5kg
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So a long day (especially when you’re nursing a hangover) but great to see such a wide range of ages and
experience – the Division seems to be getting better and better.
Thanks to all the officials, loaders, spectators and the organizer (I suppose) for making it a memorable days
lifting.
Report and photos by Steve Walker

Full results sheets
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Some other memories of the day!!

Beer and fruitcake - a Colchester favourite

The Amey family confirmed they’d started a mattress stuffing business
24

From the Spotters Corner – an alternative view

The thing is Kev we’ve seen it all before so I’m ignoring you

God this is so boring I’d rather drink cold tea

Bloody showoff – I’ve had about as much of this as I can take
25

Now that’s more like it!!
The moral of the story is – don’t take the p*** out of the Editors legs in future or else!!
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World Masters Powerlifting Championships 2013
Orlando, Florida
We arrived at the Hyatt Regency Hotel on the Sunday afternoon and checked out the venue, which as expected
was very good. Although we had a small team of 6 lifters, 1 referee, 1 coach and 2 cheer leaders everyone was
keen to get started. The technical meeting was on the Monday and the lifting started on the Tuesday morning.
First up for the GB team was Jenny Hunter lifting in the 52Kg class M2. Jenny had 3 in her class and started her
campaign with a 120kg Squat this was enough to take the gold.

On to the bench and Jenny was pushed by the French girl, Jenny’s second attempt of 77.5kg was strong so she
went for 82.5kg to put her back in the gold medal position but on this occasion it was too much and the French
girl then did 82.5Kg to take the gold leaving Jenny with the silver on the Bench and a big lead on the sub total.
On to Jenny’s favoured Deadlift and her opener of 150Kg was enough to take the gold on the deadlift and
overall.
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Jenny then took 160kg for her second which was a hard pull but she got it, she decided not to take a third which
gave her a 357.5kg total and second in the overall best lifter and 12 points for the M2 team.
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Next up was Allen Ottolangui in the 74kg class M2. Allen’s weigh in was at 3.30pm but his lifting did not start
till 7.00pm. There were 9 lifters in this class and the American was always favourite. Allen’s opening squat of
215Kg was failed on depth so he took it again and sat it in for 3 whites. Allen then took 230 for his third and
after a hard fight was successful.

The Bench and Allen took 132.5Kg for his first but after a very poor hand out which nearly knocked him off
the Bench, but he managed to fight it out and get the lift but this left nothing in the tank and Allen missed his
next two attempts of 137.5Kg.
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It was now 11.30pm and with a possibility of a Bronze medal at the sub total Allen opened with a successful
215Kg. His second of 230Kg got to his knees but ran out of steam and the same thing happened on his third
leaving him in 5th place overall and 6 points for the team.
A long first days lifting with everyone returning to their rooms at midnight. Fortunately we had no lifters on the
Wednesday so everyone could recharge their batteries in the sunshine.
Thursday morning saw Ernie Parks at 83Kg M4. On paper Ernie looked like being in the placings. He started
his campaign with 3 good squats finishing with 170kg and a bronze medal only missing out on the silver on
bodyweight. The Bench was a bit of an unknown quantity as Ernie had only had a few sessions in a shirt but
again he got all 3 attempts finishing in fourth with 110kg. Ernie had his sights set on the World record deadlift
of 220kg but so did the Russian, so after a strong opener of 200kg and a second of 212.5kg and seeing the
Russian fail 222.5kg on his second for a new World record, Ernie went 220.5Kg for the World Record and after
a mighty pull Ernie got 3 whites and a new World Record. Sadly the Russian came out and got the 222.5Kg on
his third and took the record back but Ernie did hold the record for a short time. This gave him silver on the
deadlift and Bronze overall and 8 team points.
On to the afternoon session and on came Jackie Blasbery in the 84Kg M2 class and Jean Maton in the 84+Kg
M2 class. Jackie had some stiff competition with the Czech girl. Knowing what a big bencher she was, Jackie
knew she had to stay with her on the squats and this she did getting all 3 attempts and finishing with 170Kg
which equalled the Czech girl but Jackie took the gold on lighter bodyweight.
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Jackie’s bench also went well getting all 3 attempts and a PB of 115kg and the silver but as expected the Czech
girl also got all her attempts finishing with 145kg giving her a 30Kg lead at the sub total. Jackie was the lighter
bodyweight so we knew she had to deadlift 30kg more than the Czech girl to take the title. We put in Jackie’s
opener at 175kg to beat the Czech’s opener of 145kg. The Czech girl then went 160kg which she got so Jackie
needed 190kg and after a hard fought pull Jackie pulled it to completion for the lead. For the third attempts
there was some game playing with the changes but the Czech girl finally opted for 170kg which she got to her
knees but could not complete leaving Jackie the winner on the deadlift and overall.

With nowhere else to go Jackie called for a 195kg World Record for her third deadlift she managed to move it
from the floor but quickly run out of steam but a brave effort and another 12 points for the team.
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Jean Maton also lifted in this group; Jean was up against the American. She started well getting gold on the
squats with 172.5kg, narrowly missing 180kg on depth with her third attempt. The bench saw Jean getting all 3
attempts and 117.5kg again taking gold by 2.5kg over the American. Moving into the deadlift Jean had a
comfortable lead but still showed her worth by getting all 3 attempts and finishing with 187.5kg and another
gold and gold overall with 12 more points for the M2 team.
Another day completed but this time a bit earlier so time for a well earned visit to the bar and some merriment.
Friday and the last GB lifter was in the 93kg M2 class was that true Brit Steve Cummings. After a good 260kg
second attempt squat Steve went for 280kg which proved to be just too heavy on the day which left Steve in 5th
place. However Steve showed his benching power with 3 good attempts and a massive 200kg and a silver medal
which put him back in the frame moving onto the deadlifts. The first place was always going to the American
bar any mishaps but the next 4 lifters were fighting it out for the remaining places. Steve’s second attempt
deadlift of 260kg put him in the Bronze position, Steve now needed 270kg on his third to move into the silver
position after a brave heart attempt he managed to get it to his knees but it came to a grinding halt leaving him
with a 720kg total and bronze overall and 8 more team points.
Off to the bar to do the wine and song thing, and much of it.
Even though we had a small team the girls M2 team got third in the team event and overall we gained 9 Gold’s,
4 Silver and 3 Bronze a very respectable tally. With the Worlds and Europeans both being in Czech next year
and easier and cheaper to get to I think we could do very well in both the individual and team events and show
these other nations what kind of quality lifters we have in the GB Masters. So get training all you oldies and
let’s put in a big team in M1, M2, M3 and M4.
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I would like to say a big thanks to Alex Mathieson for refereeing and to Gary Hills for his invaluable help
coaching also to Sue and Marlene who cheered us all on, without these people these events would be very
difficult to go to and perform well.
Report by
Allen Ottolangui (Team Manager) and full time ex playboy

The British Classic Unequipped Championships
Another year and another fantastic and thrilling competition at the British Classic unequipped championships,
held at Horncastle - the usual destination for Britain's best.
We arrived at 12.30pm for the weigh in for the 120kg and 120+kg juniors and seniors, the 93kg and 105kg
already at war on the podium, squats completed they where onto the bench press, representing East Midlands
in the 93kg junior class was James Taylor, he managed a squat of 180kg and impressive bench of 127.5kg
and a 190kg deadlift leaving him with a 497.5kg total with 6 out of 9 lifts.
Also representing the East Midlands in the 105kg seniors was Edgar Kreipavicius who was aiming to place
high within his class and managed a brilliant 250kg squat, a 162.5kg bench and a 255kg deadlift leaving him
with a 667.5kg total with 8 out of 9 lifts.
In our convoy for the heavier lifters was Adam Thomson and Thomas Marshall in the 120+kg Juniors, Andy
Hutchings in the 120kg Seniors and Ricky Nicholls in the 120+kg Seniors.
We lifted in two flights 120kg first followed by the unlimited category.
Andy placed fifth in the 120kg Senior category finishing with a 232.5kg squat, an impressive 170kg bench
press and a 270kg deadlift with a new pb total of 672.5kg with 6 out of 9 lifts.
Ricky walked away with the third place trophy in the 120kg+ Senior category, squatting 255kg benching 175kg
and pulling a huge deadlift of 280kg leaving him with an extremely impressive smile and total of 710kg and all
9 lifts passed.
Thomas Marshall placed fifth In the 120kg+ Junior section, he finished the day with his first squat attempt of
210kg, a 125kg bench press and his first deadlift of 235kg leaving him with a 570kg total with 4 out of 9 lifts.
Adam Thomson placed above Tom in a hotly contested group to fourth place with a 212.5kg squat, a 142.5kg
bench press and a 222.5kg deadlift leaving him with a 577.5kg total and all 9 out of 9 lifts passed
A massive thank you to Dave Laycock (Fengate health and fitness centre) for the sponsorship we received for
the competition as the lads featured above are part of his Fengate powerlifting team.
Also massive thanks to Marc Giles and all the referees and officials on the day for putting on such a great
event and making it all possible and to anyone who I've missed out
Report by
Adam Thomson
East Midlands
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The East Midlands Powerlifting Association committee meeting minutes 17/11/2013

Meeting opened at 6.30p.m.
1. Members present; Jenny Hunter, Allen Ottolangui, Ian Finch, Steve Walker, Chris Gladding, Kevin Jane
2. Apologies ; Pete Weiss
3. Matters arising from previous meeting (27/8/2013)

Drug testing at divisional level; This has to be requested by divisional to the GBPF as all testing needs to be in
line with the WADA approved testing currently carried out by the GBPF. Too many positive tests could though
have a negative effect on international competitors as the IPF are notified of all doping results. Nevertheless the
committee decided to include a reminder on all divisional competition entry forms the drug testing may be
carried out at these events.
The suggestion of renting a metal container that would be sited at Moulton College to house divisional and
national equipment is still being considered although progress is slow in terms of finding a suitable container.
Lifter of the year award. After a lengthy discussion it was agreed that with only two nominations receiving
equal votes and the chairman not at the meeting, to award both the nominees in question. They will be given the
award at the AGM/ unequipped divisional competition on the 2/2/2014.
4. Financial update. Jenny informed the meeting that at present there is £2,778.33 in the account, the increase in
income being due to the last two years of memberships rebate received from the GBPF. As a result the division
is now much healthier and should for next year be able to contribute towards supporting lifters who are picked
to lift internationally.
5. Competition dates;

EVENT
East Midlands Unequipped
East Mids AGM
Junior, Masters & Novices East Mids
East Mids Bench press
East Mids senior equipped

DATE
2/2/14
2/2/14

VENUE
Hitchin WLC. Letchworth
Hitchin WLC, Letchworth after
competition
26/7/14** Yardley Gobion WLC
Oct **
Venue required
23/11/14 Hitchin WLC. Letchworth

** To be confirmed
8. East Midlands bench press. There had been a number of issues in relation to the East Midlands bench press
competition this year, namely the event being run twice. The first event being run with some lifters and officials
participating not being current GBPF members. Results from this first competition will be examined (Ian Finch)
and any records claimed will not be accepted due to the lack of legitimate officials being present on the day.
The committee are in this instance not without blame as there should have been better communication regarding
ensuring adequate officials were able to help out. Hopefully as far as lifters are concerned not too much damage
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has been done but organisers and elected officials alike are ultimately responsible for ensuring that competitions
are run in accordance to the rules laid down by the GBPF.
9. Weight training course; The Secretary mentioned that some other divisions were running basic weight
training or Powerlifting courses and would be prepared to run one in Northampton if there was enough interest.
It was felt that as the GBPF courses were not as yet validated few would be interested.
On the other hand new-comers to the sport would benefit from a basic insight into the rules governing
competitions such as weigh-in, lifting attire, causes for disqualification, claiming records and national
qualification and divisional rulings. This would possibly then limit the number of calls from lifters to organisers
prior to an event that mainly pertain to basic concerns.
10. A.O.B.
Ian was now in a position to provide lifters who break divisional records with a certificate, having thus far been
inundated with new record claims with the change of weights classes. If certificates are required Ian will send
them electronically on request.
Chris has around 6 interested people wanting to take a divisional referees exam. These are mainly from the
Colchester area. Chris will look into running a course and exam which will be open to any others who would
like to participate.
Krishnaa Mahbubani has indicated that she would like to be involved as a divisional committee member; the
Secretary will contact her to identify any specific skills she may have and inform her of the process re being
elected.
Steve and Allen mentioned some of the difficulties that they still face as a result of not having instant access to
the GBPF membership data base, or at least a list of divisional members of the GBPF. The Secretary will raise
this issue at the next executive meeting.
Meeting closed at 7.45pm
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GBPF – Merchandise Price List

All GBPF OFFICIAL MERCHANDISE
T – Shirts
Caps
Beanies
Polo Shirts
Sweat Shirts
Hoodies
Holdall bags
Long Socks S, M, L.
Bags
Briefs
Shower proof jackets
Vests
Track suits (new – just in)
Refs white collar shirts
Refs ties Cat 1. 11 National or Divisional

£9.00
£7.50
£7.00
£10.00
£14.00
£17.00
£22.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£22.00
£8.00
£52.00
£15.00
£10.00

All prices exclude postage. Contact Kevin Jane to order any merchandise on
07887903104 or Kevin@kjane.fsbusiness.co.uk
Please send any comments, letters or articles for the Newsletter to Steve
Walker @ SJR.Walker@fsmail.net or ring on 07710 138171
East Midlands Powerlifting website address
http://www.eastmidspowerlifting.co.uk
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Letters to the Editor

Steve-a few random thoughts after spectating at the British Classic at Hornchurch
1. I lost interest in powerlifting when it became a contest between supersuits and wraps.
There are now knee supports being used in unequipped lifting which appear to be
acceptable - is this the thin edge of another wedge?
2. The dropping of the bar after some of the deadlifts seems to now be accepted. The noise
and vibration was disturbing to lifters (and cups of coffee) and God knows what damage it
did to the floor.

3. There continues to be concern about what constitutes proper squat depth with some
judges consistently failing lifts passed by the other judges - do the rules on depth need
more clarification?

Kind regards Dave Laycock
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